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BRD crackCotton is one of the most important crops in the world,
and in the United States alone it accounts for over half of all
agricultural exports. Cotton also is the leading source of natural
fiber for the textile industry. In the United States alone, over half
of all cotton fiber is used by the textile industry. Various efforts
have been made to improve cotton plant and fiber characteristics
and the process of producing cotton fiber. For example, cotton
plants having increased yield have been produced by radiation
treatments that kill fertile pollen grains, thus preventing
fertilization. This technique, called gametocides, can reduce
undesirable seed set resulting from self-pollination of the cotton
plant. Gametocides have also been used to influence plant height,
such that short plants result from applying such techniques. Other
efforts have been made to improve cotton plant and fiber
characteristics by applying compounds to cotton plants which
exhibit various influences on the formation of cotton fiber. Such
influences include the length of fiber cells as they grow. One such
method of improving cotton fiber yield by applying to the cotton
plant a compound that promotes fiber elongation is disclosed in
WO 2008/070264, the entire contents of which are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety. The present invention relates
to germplasm, cotton plants, and cotton fibers with improved yield
and fiber length characteristics.Pentagone has developed a new
autonomous robot dubbed Zapping that can make a human look
silly. Picture a square box with a light showing on the bottom.
That’s what the Zapping looks like in motion, aside from the fact
that it has a light flashing horizontally across its back. That light
flashes to prompt humans to lean back. Humans go back far
enough and they fall off the chair. It’s comedy for the entire
family. The young and old alike feel like they are back in
elementary school where the teacher throws you in the corner. It
can be used in fun and serious situations. Editors’ note: The
diagrams in this article are from Zapping. It is unclear whether or
not the design of the robot has been altered since the project was
completed. Pentagone is continuing to improve the robot so it can
better perform 570a42141b
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